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The Zanesville Museum of Art ignites human imagination and understanding through the visual arts.

Reference Guide 
What are Zanesville Museum of Art Didactics? 

Museum didactics include 1.) Object labels, which provide museum-goers detailed information 
about a particular work of art and 2.) Text panels, which provide more general information about 
an exhibition, gallery, or collection. 

Types of Object Labels 

The Tombstone  
The most basic label, the tombstone, identifies: the artist or maker; the maker’s birth 
and death dates; the maker’s country of origin; the object’s title; the artwork’s date; 
its medium; any provenance information (prior ownership); and the ZMA’s accession 
number (cataloging number).  

Extended Object Label 
This lengthier label contains all of the above information and about 100 words of 
explanatory text. Text may address a work’s most compelling stylistic or thematic 
feature, a particular point of view about the piece, or information about the artist or 
maker.  

Museum best standards and practices for writing extended object label text guidelines:  

1. Do not assume visitors’ knowledge of other works, artists, styles, or techniques. 
2. Incorporates the “language of possibility,” i.e.: posing open-ended questions (rather than 

merely stating facts) that allow visitors to participate in the process of interpretation. 
3. Adopts a less-formal, sometimes conversational tone. 
4. May be read in less than 30 seconds, ideally 15.  
5. Provides information that viewers cannot detect through simple observation. 
6. Enhances viewers’ enjoyment of the object. 

Types of Text Panels 

Text panel 
A text panel, or a didactic panel, often appears at the beginning of a gallery or 
exhibition and provides an introduction or overview to its key themes, ideas, or 
styles. The text panel often provides historical context.  

Subsidiary Text Panel  
A subsidiary panel is a more narrowly focused exploration of a specific period, style, 
artist, or theme. Often, these text panels are less than 200 words, and several may 
appear throughout an exhibition.  

Take Away, Information Sheet, or Gallery Guide 
Within a gallery or an exhibition space, a single-page or a four-page folded handout 
is used to enhance or replace didactic panels. These guides offer in-depth 
information about an exhibition, a specific work of art, a theme, or a style.  


